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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has already claimed more than 4.6 million lives and caused significant economic harm. The Coronavirus is still circulating to cause further damage. In this context, this research paper argues that Canada’s political choices have restrained the equitable distribution of COVID-19 vaccines. Part I evaluates Canada’s nationalistic approach of procuring COVID-19 vaccines more than its needs through secretly concluded pre-purchase agreements with brand-name pharmaceutical corporations as advised by a secretly born task force having clear ties with the vaccine industry. Part II examines Canada’s wavering and non-committal position on the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Waiver proposal. Canada’s confusing position of ‘not blocking’ the TRIPS Waiver while not supporting it either lacks legal clarity. Part III analyses the Bolivia-Biolyse case which highlights clear contradictions between statements and actions of the Canadian government. Since March 2021, Biolyse Pharma has been hamstrung by the first step in Canada’s Access to Medicines Regime (CAMR), where a preliminary requirement is that the COVID-19 vaccine must be added to Schedule 1 of the Canadian federal Patent Act before applying for an export-oriented compulsory licence. The Bolivia-Biolyse case is important as a test case for the CAMR system. The workability of this export-oriented compulsory licensing regime is critical for low- and middle-income countries in the Global South lacking the domestic capacity to manufacture COVID-19 vaccines. The Bolivia-Biolyse case is also important as Canada has argued at the World Trade Organization (WTO) that the TRIPS Waiver is not required because the existing mechanisms are working as intended.

La pandémie de COVID-19 a déjà fait plus de 4,6 millions de victimes et causé d'importants dommages économiques. Le coronavirus circule toujours et risque de causer davantage de dommages. Dans ce contexte, ce document de recherche soutient que les choix politiques du Canada ont freiné la distribution équitable des vaccins COVID-19. La première partie évalue l'approche nationaliste du Canada qui consiste à se procurer des vaccins COVID-19 au-delà de ses besoins par le biais d'accords de préachat conclus secrètement avec des sociétés pharmaceutiques de renom, sur les conseils d'un groupe de travail créé secrètement et ayant des liens évidents avec l'industrie du vaccin. La deuxième partie examine la position hésitante et non engagée du Canada sur la proposition de dérogation à certaines obligations de l'Accord sur les aspects des droits de propriété intellectuelle qui touchent au commerce (ADPIC). La position confuse du Canada, qui consiste à "ne pas bloquer" la dérogation ADPIC, sans pour autant la soutenir, manque de clarté juridique. La troisième partie analyse le cas Bolivia-Biolyse qui met en évidence des contradictions claires entre les déclarations et les actions du gouvernement canadien. Depuis mars 2021, Biolyse Pharma est paralysée par la première étape du Régime canadien d'accès aux médicaments (CAMR), dont l'une des exigences préliminaires est que le vaccin COVID-19 doit être inscrit à l'annexe de la Loi fédérale sur les brevets du Canada avant toute demande de licence obligatoire axée sur l'exportation. L'affaire Bolivia-Biolyse est importante car elle permet de tester le système du CAMR. L'aplicabilidad de ce régime de licence obligatoire axé sur l'exportation est essentielle pour les pays du Sud à revenu faible ou intermédiaire qui n'ont pas la capacité nationale de fabriquer des vaccins COVID-19. L'affaire Bolivia-Biolyse est également importante car le Canada a argumenté à l'Organisation mondiale du commerce (OMC) que la dérogation ADPIC n'est pas nécessaire car les mécanismes existants fonctionnent comme prévu.

La pandemia de COVID-19 ha cobrado más de 4,6 millones de vidas y ha causado una crisis económica. La circulación continua del coronavirus va a generar más daño. En este
contexto, este documento de investigación sostiene que las decisiones políticas de Canadá han contribuido a restringir la distribución equitativa de las vacunas contra el COVID-19. En la parte I se evalúa el enfoque nacionalista de Canadá de adquirir vacunas contra el COVID-19 por encima de sus necesidades a través de acuerdos de precompra celebrados en secreto con corporaciones farmacéuticas, bajo asesoramiento de un grupo de trabajo vinculado a la industria. La segunda parte examina la posición vacilante y no comprometida de Canadá respecto a la propuesta de exención de los derechos de propiedad intelectual bajo el Acuerdo sobre los Aspectos de los Derechos de Propiedad Intelectual relacionados con el Comercio (ADPIC). La confusa posición de Canadá de "no bloquear" la exención de los derechos de propiedad intelectual y al mismo tiempo no apoyarla, carece de claridad jurídica. En la Parte III se analiza el caso Bolivia-Biolyse, que pone de manifiesto las contradicciones entre las declaraciones y las acciones del gobierno canadiense. Desde marzo de 2021, la empresa Biolyse Pharma se ha visto obstaculizada en solicitar una licencia obligatoria orientada a la exportación de vacunas a Bolivia en el primer paso del Régimen de Acceso a los Medicamentos de Canadá (CAMR), en el que un requisito preliminar es que la vacuna COVID-19 debe ser añadida a la Lista 1 de la Ley Federal de Patentes de Canadá antes de la solicitud de licencia obligatoria. El caso Bolivia-Biolyse es importante como caso de prueba para el sistema CAMR. El buen funcionamiento de este régimen de licencias obligatorias orientadas a la exportación es fundamental para los países de ingresos bajos y medios del Sur global que carecen de la capacidad nacional para fabricar vacunas contra el COVID-19. El estudio de caso Bolivia-Biolyse también es importante dado que Canadá argumentó en la Organización Mundial del Comercio (OMC) que la exención del ADPIC no es necesaria porque los mecanismos existentes están funcionando según lo previsto.
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I. CANADA’S PROCUREMENT OF COVID-19 VACCINES

Vaccine nationalism refers to the ‘my country first’ approach of some resourceful countries to secure priority access to doses of emerging COVID-19 vaccines for their populations through advance purchase agreements, adversely impacting equitable distributive outcomes for others.¹ Canada took a lead role in embracing vaccine nationalism. In its advanced market commitments, Canada signed deals with Novavax (76 million doses), Johnson & Johnson (38 million doses), and GlaxoSmithKline/Sanofi (72 million doses).² Canada concluded further private deals with Pfizer, Moderna and AstraZeneca.³

The Canadian government ordered the world’s largest number of COVID-19 vaccine doses per capita.⁴ Canada used its economic might to overbuy safe and effective doses to vaccinate each Canadian 5 times over.⁵ While COVID-19 poses an equal threat to all countries, their economic resources to deal with the pandemic are not equal. Resource-constrained low- and middle-income countries in the Global South had the only option to wait to secure doses for their health professionals and the most vulnerable segments of their population. Canada fully exploited the global income inequalities to its immediate benefit but to further health inequities and access challenges for others.

The Canadian government paid a lot of lip service to the need for fairness, transparency and global solidarity, as cited below in Part II, but Canada’s procurement practices do not seem to be driven by these values. Instead of taking a value-based global approach, Canada decided to take an approach of furthering health inequities through vaccine nationalism. A closer look reveals further ethical pitfalls in Canada’s vaccine procurement practices.

In June 2020, the Canadian government secretly set up a COVID-19 Vaccine Task Force. The task force advised the Canadian government on prioritizing vaccine candidates for advanced market commitments. The task force was asked to advise on whether to conclude pre-purchase agreements with Johnson & Johnson, Moderna, GlaxoSmithKline/Sanofi and/or

---

¹ Advance purchase agreements are “legally binding contracts whereby one party, such as a government, commits to purchasing from a vaccine manufacturer a specific number or percentage of doses of a potential vaccine at a negotiated price if it is developed, licensed, and proceeds to manufacture”. See Alexandra L. Phelan, Mark Eccleston-Turner, Michelle Rourke, Allan Maleche, and Chenguang Wang, "Legal agreements: barriers and enablers to global equitable COVID-19 vaccine access", The Lancet, Vol. 396, no. 10254 (September 2020), p. 800. Available from https://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lancet/PIIS0140- 6736(20)31873-0.pdf (accessed September 27, 2020).
⁵ Jesse Whattam, "It’s time for Canada to support the WTO TRIPS waiver". The Monitor, 6 May 2021 Available from https://monitormag.ca/articles/its-time-for-canada-to-support-the-wto-trips-waiver (accessed 17 September 2021).
Canada signed private deals with all these corporations after having a meeting with the task force. The task force was born in secrecy and worked in obscurity as an advisory body for over two months until Canada signed several pre-purchase deals to procure COVID-19 vaccines. Outside experts were denied an opportunity to offer feedback or suggestions as the proceedings of the task force were not made public. As noted by Amir Attaran, “[i]f you take high-stakes decisions secretly behind closed doors, you end up in a dead end after bad decisions are made.”

On August 5, 2020, Navdeep Singh Bains, then Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry, officially announced the creation of the task force. Later, names of members were disclosed but their relationships with vaccine developers or disclosures of conflicts of interest were kept secret. Instead of tasking an independent and impartial panel, the Canadian government asked bureaucrats to monitor and enforce the task force members’ observance of avoiding conflicts of interest. The government finally released the conflicts of interest declarations of the task force members in October 2020 subsequent to negative publicity and media outcry.

The Canadian government admitted in a statement that it was aware of the task force members’ conflicting interests: “In the interest of ensuring the COVID-19 Therapeutics Task Force (CTTF) includes the leading experts in therapeutics development and production in Canada, the deliberate decision was made to include individuals who may have a real or perceived conflict of interest.”

Dr. Joanne Langley, the co-chair of the task force, declared that Dalhousie University, her employer, had collaborated in the past with GlaxoSmithKline and Sanofi on clinical trials. She had personally collaborated with Sanofi scientists on research projects and had worked as a consultant with Sanofi. She currently holds a $700,000 research chair in pediatric vaccinology, funded by GlaxoSmithKline and the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, at Dalhousie University. She is also registered as one of the principal investigators on a phase-three clinical trial of another vaccine candidate. The other co-chair, Mark Lievonen, served Sanofi for 17 years as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and still owns shares in the corporation. Michel De Wilde, a member of the task force, previously served as a director of two other pharmaceutical companies. He is currently serving as a director of two other pharmaceutical companies. Michel De Wilde, a member of the task force, previously served as a vice-president of research and development for Sanofi.

---

6 Lexchin, and others, "Canada’s COVID-19 Vaccine Task Force needs better transparency about potential conflicts of interest".
7 Ibid.
10 Blackwell, "Disband conflicted, secretive task force behind flawed COVID-19 vaccine effort, MPs told".
12 Lexchin, and others, "Canada’s COVID-19 Vaccine Task Force needs better transparency about potential conflicts of interest".
14 Ibid.
15 Lexchin, and others, "Canada’s COVID-19 Vaccine Task Force needs better transparency about potential conflicts of interest".
16 Ibid.
17 Connolly, "Canadians can now see conflicts of interest declared by COVID-19 vaccine task force".
Canada should consider revamping the task force as a considerable number of its members, including both co-chairs, have a real or perceived conflict of interest. These members, having clear ties with the brand-name pharmaceutical industry, cannot be expected to offer any suggestions that conflict with the corporate interests of patentee corporations. It is reasonable to suppose that these members might have warm feelings toward commercial entities from which they have derived significant financial benefits. Some of the problems with Canada’s political choices, discussed in the subsequent parts of this paper, may be rooted in this issue of conflict of interest of the task force.
II. CANADA’S NON-COMMITTAL POSITION ON THE TRIPS WAIVER

Patents, which are considered the strongest form of intellectual property protection, provide the desired tool to manufacturers of pharmaceutical drugs and vaccines to dominate the market and derive maximum profits by excluding others. Patents are private exclusive rights that allow patent holders to control whether, and on what terms, the protected items can be used by third parties. Patent protection conflicts with reverse-engineering and manufacturing of pharmaceutical drugs and vaccines if such activities are carried out without the right holder’s consent.

It can be foreseen that most of the developing countries will have to wait for several years to have widespread access to COVID-19 vaccines if a business-as-usual approach is adopted in terms of enforcing intellectual property protections. As noted by Dr. Patricia Ranald, “[r]ich countries are first in line to negotiate with [patentee] companies, but even Australia has experienced delays in supply. Most low-income countries will not have access to vaccines until 2023 or later.”

India and South Africa, along with other developing countries, proposed in October 2020 that certain Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) rules should be waived for COVID-19 for a limited time to remove intellectual property barriers to widespread vaccination across the globe. The goal of this proposal is to free up scientific knowledge, technology and unused resources and capacity to scale the manufacturing of vaccines and other necessary products to suppress the pandemic.

The support for the TRIPS Waiver has been increasing over time. In May 2021, United States (US) President Joe Biden announced his support for the proposal. Spain and New Zealand immediately followed suit and got on board with the TRIPS Waiver. In June, France committed to backing the proposal. On September 8, Australia announced its support for waiving COVID-19 related intellectual property protections. “We continue to work constructively in Geneva to do everything we can to expand the production of vaccines globally because we need everyone across the globe to get access to a vaccine ultimately if we are to be safe,” said Australia’s Trade Minister Dan Tehan. If a country like the US, which pushes norms and standards for pharmaceutical patents and has been a champion of the pharmaceutical industry in bilateral and multilateral negotiations, can shift its position on the TRIPS Waiver, it is unfortunate that Canada is still reluctant and undecided on the issue of providing greater vaccine equity.

---


The pressure on the European Union (EU) will increase to support the waiver proposal if Canada decides to back the proposal. It is important to note here that the EU has brought a counterproposal to review the compulsory licensing system proposing that “the exporting member using the system may provide in a single notification a list of all countries to which vaccines and medicines are to be supplied by the exporting member”. The proposal does not address various other problems associated with using the Article 31bis mechanism as repeatedly highlighted by a number of studies. The EU proposal is not a viable alternative to the TRIPS Waiver proposal. Canada should also not side with the EU vis-à-vis the counterproposal.

Canada has been non-committal and has a wavering position on the TRIPS Waiver proposal. There have been contradictions and inconsistencies in the position of Trudeau’s government. Trudeau at times said that he is very keen on supporting international access to medicines, but other times he seemed unwilling to follow through with concrete actions. “We understand how important it is to get vaccines to the most vulnerable around the world and we will keep working for that,” he said in May 2021. He emphasized that “this pandemic will not end anywhere unless it ends everywhere”. “I can assure you Canada is not interfering or blocking anything and is very much working for a solution that benefits everyone,” he added. Trudeau also said that “we must urgently ensure that vaccines will be distributed according to a set of transparent, equitable and scientifically sound principles. Where you live should not determine whether you live, and global solidarity is central to saving lives and protecting the economy”. On May 7, Mary Ng, Canada’s Minister of Small Business, Export Promotion and International Trade, stated that “[t]he Government of Canada remains committed to working with all international partners to reach a rapid and just end to the COVID-19 pandemic.” “We remain committed to finding solutions and reaching an agreement that accelerates global vaccine production and does not negatively impact public health,” she added. She reiterated that “Canada has always been, and remains, a strong advocate for equitable access to vaccines and medical supplies around the world.” It is disappointing that all these virtue signalling and benevolent statements have been followed by a sheer lack of commitment. Canada’s confusing position of ‘not blocking’ the TRIPS Waiver lacks legal clarity. As the World Trade

---


27 Ibid.


30 Ibid.

31 Ibid.
Organization (WTO) works by consensus, legally speaking, Canada will keep blocking the proposal until it agrees to support it.

Instead of having a clear and consistent position on waiving intellectual property protections, Trudeau’s government tends to say different things to different players. Canada’s ambassador to the US Kirsten Hillman stated that “[o]ur position [on the TRIPS Waiver] is to discuss this with our allies, to discuss this with our WTO partners, and to make sure that we proceed in a way that is going to achieve the goals of ensuring the continued development of these vaccines.”

Mary Ng said that Canada “firmly believes in the importance of protecting IP, and recognizes the integral role that industry has played in innovating to develop and deliver life-saving COVID-19 vaccines.”

At the WTO, Canada has insisted for evidence, to be convinced of the need for the TRIPS Waiver, that intellectual property rights pose a genuine barrier to accessing COVID-19 vaccines. At home, Canada acted swiftly, without waiting for the evidence to accumulate, to equip itself with legal tools to temporarily override intellectual property rights.

On March 24, 2020, Canada, which already provided a compulsory licensing mechanism under its national patent laws, rushed to amend its Patent Act (Bill C-13 entitled the COVID-19 Emergency Response Act) to make it faster and simpler for the government to utilize the compulsory licensing option in response to the current pandemic. The legislative changes were made in the blink of an eye and received Royal Assent the very next day on March 25, 2020. The amended law empowers the Commissioner of Patents to “authorize the Government of Canada and any person specified in the application to make, construct, use and sell a patented invention to the extent necessary to respond to a public health emergency that is a matter of national concern.” On a simple application to the patent office, the government or anyone it authorizes can obtain a compulsory licence for one year. The amended law allows the government to defer negotiations for remuneration or compensation. The new provision s19.4 clarifies that the grant of a compulsory licence - even when the patent-holder is capable of making, using, and selling the patented invention – is “not an infringement of the patent.”

It is important to note that this legislative change was made very early in the pandemic when less than 30 people had died in Canada due to COVID-19. Canada proactively anticipated access problems without waiting for real-world patent barriers to arise. There was no evidence of any specific barriers, but Canada swiftly proceeded with putting in place precautionary measures to deal with any potential challenges.

---


33 Tasker, "Trudeau non-committal on waiving intellectual property rights for COVID-19 vaccines".


It is also important to note that Canada’s legislative change in response to the COVID-19 pandemic was meant for a limited time only. No authorizations under s19.4 could be issued after September 30, 2020. Canada, therefore, understands the importance of temporarily waiving or suspending intellectual property rights in an emergency situation for its own domestic use. It only needs to understand that the TRIPS Waiver calls for a similar flexibility to all WTO Members to address similar barriers at the international level.

The TRIPS Waiver proposal has enjoyed some political support in Canada. In May 2021, sixty Canadian Members of Parliament (MPs), cutting across party lines, wrote to Trudeau to express their support for the TRIPS Waiver. They wrote, “[s]imply, we need to eliminate all potential barriers to the timely access of affordable Covid-19 medical products, including vaccines and medicines, and scale up the manufacturing and supply of essential medical products.” In May, Conservative leader Erin O’Toole said, while speaking to reporters, that “[c]onservatives would support a temporary suspension of IP rules to help get vaccines as quickly around the world as possible.” He also wrote a letter to Trudeau urging him to support the waiver proposal. “It is vital that developed countries do more to support vaccination of developing countries,” he wrote. Previously, in December 2020, MP Daniel Blaikie wrote a letter to Mary Ng to convey New Democratic Party’s support for the waiver proposal:

There is no doubt that COVID-19 requires a coordinated global response and the ability to produce the vaccine in a timely way for distribution is an essential component of that response. Without such a waiver, profit-driven pharmaceutical companies will be in a position to dictate vaccine pricing to governments, as well as other important logistical considerations essential to swift and effective domestic responses to the pandemic across the world.

The Canadian government, however, has argued at the WTO that the TRIPS Waiver is not required because the existing flexibilities in the current TRIPS Agreement, like export-oriented compulsory licensing mechanism, are sufficient to address supply problems faced by poorer countries. Canada has asked low- and middle-income countries to demonstrate the difficulties of using the existing mechanisms. On one hand, Canada has asserted that the existing mechanisms are working as intended without any difficulties while on the other hand, Trudeau’s government stonewalled Biolyse Pharma’s legitimate attempt to use the CAMR mechanism in response to COVID-19. These contradictions make it hard to comprehend Canada’s position on the TRIPS Waiver.

The COVID-19 pandemic has already claimed more than 4.6 million lives and caused significant economic harm. The virus is still circulating to cause further damage. Resource-poor countries, scrambling for access to more doses, cannot be left at the mercy of the optional goodwill of the half a dozen or so vaccine developers. In this context, Canada’s position on the TRIPS Waiver conflicts with its human rights obligations. Canada has signed and ratified

---

40 Tasker, “Trudeau non-committal on waiving intellectual property rights for COVID-19 vaccines”.
41 Ibid.
44 Ibid., p. 4.
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights emphasized that “pandemics are a crucial example of the need for scientific international cooperation to face transnational threats”.

“All State parties should, as a matter of urgency, adopt special, targeted measures, including through international cooperation, to protect and mitigate the impact of the pandemic,” it added. By overlooking its human rights obligations in the middle of a pandemic, Canada might not be choosing to stand on the right side of history.

---

48 Ibid., p. 3, para. 15.
III. THE BOLIVIA-BIOLYSE CASE

Bolivia is a developing nation facing the challenges of poverty, inequality and precarious work as its labour market is dominated by informal work. The informal sector, with no unemployment insurance, represents 77% of the occupied population or 2.5 million households. The labour market structure in this small South American country, with a population of around 11 million, is too fragile to manage the shocks of an emergency. Bolivia, having a weak health system, was not prepared for a health emergency. The COVID-19 crisis strained the healthcare system in Bolivia and further weakened its fragile economy. As of this writing in mid-September 2021, an average of 302 new cases of COVID-19 are being recorded in the country per day and there have been more than 18,600 virus-related deaths since the start of the pandemic. At one point, Bolivia was recording more than 2000 confirmed cases per day.

Bolivia has staggeringly low rates of vaccination as doses of vaccines are coming too slowly. Bolivia lacks the manufacturing capacity to produce its own vaccines. One of the policy options available to Bolivia is to make use of the export-oriented compulsory licensing mechanism provided under Article 31bis. To address vaccine supply shortages, Bolivia self-identified as a country wishing to purchase COVID-19 vaccines from Biolyse Pharma and made a general notification to the WTO in February 2021. Bolivia intends to purchase up to 15 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines from Biolyse Pharma subject to the grant of a voluntary licence by Johnson & Johnson (J&J) - the patentee company based in New Jersey, USA - or the grant of an export-oriented compulsory licence under the CAMR system.

In March 2021, Biolyse Pharma, a Canada based manufacturer of sterile injectable medicine, publicly stated its intent, rather eagerness, to help bridge the supply gap by fabricating and exporting COVID-19 vaccines to Bolivia and other low- and middle-income countries. Biolyse Pharma is a fully certified current Good Manufacturing Practices/ Good Laboratory Practices (cGMP/GLP) biologics manufacturing facility having some of the largest bioreactors in Canada. The generic drug company has equipped itself with the capabilities to manufacture certain COVID-19 vaccine candidates. Claude Mercure, Manager at Biolyse Pharma, stated that the company has the facilities and equipment and “fill-and-finish capability.”

---

52 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
59 Ibid., p. 2.
basically have the equipment. We have large bioreactors here that could deal with industrial production,” he said. The company claims to have the potential to produce up to approximately 200,000 doses of COVID-19 vaccine per week.

On March 3, 2021, Biolyse Pharma wrote a letter to J&J to request a voluntary licence. Biolyse requested a licence to manufacture and sell Ad26.COV2.S vaccine (hereafter the COVID-19 vaccine) in Canada, and to export it to WTO Members that authorize the export under Article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement. J&J rejected the request for a voluntary licence and refused to negotiate. Claude Mercure said that Biolyse Pharma would have preferred to work collaboratively with J&J, “but this type of vaccine is based on a widely used technology and could be reverse engineered”. Anyway, a collaborative approach could be helpful in avoiding the additional burden of clinical trials, if a compulsory licence is granted, as these trials push up the cost and cause delays.

J&J’s refusal to collaborate was unfortunate. The patentee company’s one-shot vaccine is the best solution for low- and middle-income countries because you vaccinate only once and cover more population. More importantly, as compared to Pfizer and Moderna’s mRNA vaccines, J&J’s viral-vector vaccine is manufactured by using less complex technologies reducing the transition time for generic manufacturers. Several generic manufacturers licensed to produce Russia’s Sputnik V are also finding it hard to produce the second dose, which has a different composition, in large quantities. Countries in the Global South, lacking mRNA options and struggling with low yields for the second dose production of Sputnik V, largely rely on J&J’s cooperation to license its viral-vector vaccine. More than 30 generic manufacturers in the Global South, outfitted for Sputnik V, can quickly transition to J&J vaccine to scale up manufacturing if authorized. So far, J&J has partnered with only one company in the Global South, Biological E, based in Hyderabad, India. Even in this single collaboration, “the decision on where they [vaccine doses manufactured under this partnership] will be exported, and at what price, is under the purview of J&J completely.”

With J&J refusing to license voluntarily, the alternate option for Biolyse Pharma is to seek a compulsory licence under CAMR. The first step in using CAMR is to get the product added to Schedule 1, which is a list of patented pharmaceutical products that are eligible for export under the regime. Schedule 1 can be amended by the Governor-in-Council. This regulatory step is incumbent on the recommendation of the Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry and the Minister of Health.

---

65 Gordon, "A Canadian company challenges vaccine rules to increase access".
68 Amy Maxmen, "The fight to manufacture COVID vaccines in lower-income countries".
Health and the Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry to recommend to the Governor-
in-Council to add the COVID-19 vaccine to Schedule 1 of the Patent Act.\textsuperscript{70}

The procedure to amend Schedule 1 is fraught with challenges and uncertainties. The
Canadian government has stonewalled the process and has not provided any clear answer to
Biolyse Pharma’s queries about adding the COVID-19 vaccine to the list. The process to
amend Schedule 1 lacks transparency and certainty. As highlighted by Arianna Schouten:

\begin{quote}
The CAMR website [states] that ‘as of April 2006, an advisory committee was
being established and a website will be created’. The purpose of this advisory
committee is to advise the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Industry on their
recommendations to the Governor in Council with respect to amending
Schedule 1.\textsuperscript{71}
\end{quote}

Moreover, the 2007 Report on the Statutory Review of CAMR categorically stated that to make
sure “this process [of amending Schedule 1] takes place in an informed and transparent
manner, CAMR calls upon the Ministers of Industry and Health to establish an expert
committee by May of 2008, to advise them on what drugs should be eligible for export under
the regime”.\textsuperscript{72} Unfortunately, no such expert committee has been established to ensure
transparency in amending Schedule 1.

Representatives for Biolyse Pharma had meetings with officials of the Canadian government’s
Innovation, Science and Economic Development (ISED) program, Health Canada and the
Canadian Intellectual Property Office to discuss the process of adding the COVID-19 vaccine
to Schedule 1.\textsuperscript{73} They met close to 30 different high-level officials but still have no straight
answer on how to start the process.\textsuperscript{74}

It is hard to understand the Canadian government’s rationale for not adding COVID-19
vaccines to Schedule 1. The underlying purpose of the CAMR system is “to address public
health problems afflicting many developing and least-developed countries, especially those
resulting from HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics”.\textsuperscript{75}

Instead of explaining the procedure in a straightforward manner, the Canadian government
has tried to create new barriers for Biolyse Pharma by adding formalities that are not even
required under the Canadian regime. For instance, a spokesperson for the Canadian
government’s ISED program stated:

\begin{quote}
It is important to note that adding a COVID vaccine to Schedule 1 would not
allow a compulsory licence for the production and export of these vaccines. A
company seeking authorization under Canada’s Access to Medicines Regime
must be able to manufacture the drug and conduct necessary trials to establish
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{70} Brigitte Kiecken (President Cooperation Biolyse Pharma), "Reference: Request for adding Ad 26.COV2.S as a
patented medicine under Scheme 1 of the Patent Act for export to low income or medium income countries", 23

\textsuperscript{71} Schouten, "Canada based Biolyse Pharma Seeks to Manufacture COVID-19 Vaccines for Low-Income
Countries, may test Canada’s compulsory licensing for export law”.

Canada’s Access to Medicines Regime} (2007).
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that the drug meets Canadian safety and efficacy requirements before authorization would be granted.76

Before adding the COVID-19 vaccine to Schedule 1, the Canadian government has questioned the capability of Biolyse Pharma to manufacture safe and efficacious COVID-19 vaccines. John Power, a spokesperson for the federal Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry Francois-Philippe Champagne, stated that “vaccine production is a complex process dependent on securing access to needed equipment, production inputs, technical expertise and know-how, as well as a range of other considerations”.77 As noted by John Fulton, the Executive Vice-President of Biolyse Pharma, the Canadian government’s implied position is that “for having a product listed on Schedule 1, a third party company like Biolyse must first demonstrate that it can manufacture a competing version of the product and have obtained a Notice of Compliance (NOC) from Health Canada”.78

It appears that the Canadian government has doubted that Biolyse Pharma has the potential or capability to reverse engineer and manufacture the COVID-19 vaccine. Even if that is true, it does not provide a legal ground for not amending Schedule 1. There were already products on Schedule 1 when CAMR received royal assent in May 2004. None of the products was at any stage of development by any generic manufacturer. This position of the Canadian government to question the vaccine manufacturing capability of Biolyse Pharma before amending Schedule 1 has no legal basis. This interpretation of CAMR is flawed and against the Canadian government’s original policy rationale.

Schedule 1 has been amended three times in the past.79 In none of these instances “was there any indication that a company stood poised to enter the market with a generic version of these drugs”.80 As noted by John Fulton, “I didn’t experience this in 2006 when we asked to have Tamiflu [Oseltamivir] added to the list of drugs. We didn’t provide any kind of studies, any kind of bioequivalence. We just started the process by asking to have this bird flu drug added to the list of drugs on Schedule 1.”81 For eligibility on Schedule 1, it could not have been the Canadian government’s original policy rationale to require a participating generic drug company to produce the product and obtain an NOC from Health Canada.82

Such a requirement is unrealistic and unjustifiable. Claude Mercure questioned the practicality of this cumbersome requirement: “They are asking that we invest $10 million and that we prove that we can receive the approval of the Ministry of Health before putting the vaccine on the list of authorized drugs.”83 John Fulton expressed similar concerns in his open letter to Canada’s Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry:
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[This requirement] places the onus on the third-party manufacturer to assume all the risk associated with reverse engineering a competing version of a patented drug and undertaking all of the clinical work needed to secure an NOC, with no guarantee that it will actually be added to Schedule 1 by the time the company is in a position to export it to a needy developing country. In what universe would any company – even the most altruistically minded – roll the dice in this manner when there is no indication that the Government harbours the same altruism toward the less fortunate of this world?  

The CAMR process includes a Health Canada review of the application, but this step is after getting the product added to Schedule 1. Having the relevant product added to Schedule 1 is a prerequisite condition for the Health Canada review. Once Schedule 1 is amended, drug submissions may be submitted by the applicant for the regulatory review by Health Canada, which can be completed either before or after making an application for a compulsory licence. The Commissioner of Patents and the generic manufacturer are notified once Health Canada has approved the product. The Commissioner can make a determination on the application for a compulsory licence only once Health Canada approves the pharmaceutical product in question. Biolyse Pharma is willing to use its commercially reasonable efforts to obtain the requisite Health Canada regulatory approvals to manufacture and export the COVID-19 vaccine. 

On May 10, 2021, Bolivia made a specific notification of intent to the WTO as a would-be importing country of the COVID-19 vaccine. Bolivia announced its agreement with Biolyse Pharma on May 11, 2021. Bolivia wishes to import low-cost COVID-19 vaccines to strengthen the country’s efforts in fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. Bolivia is interested in buying up to fifteen million doses of the COVID-19 vaccine from Biolyse Pharma at around the cost of manufacturing, at approximately US $3.00 to US $4.00 per dose. According to Benjamin Blanco, a Bolivian trade official, “the move could help the impoverished Andean nation speed up a slow vaccination process.”

Rogelio Mayta, Bolivia’s Foreign Minister, said that he anticipates a “complicated bureaucratic process”. Biolyse Pharma has a long way to go before it has all the approvals and authorizations to start the production line. The CAMR mechanism overall is an ignored and broken system making it extremely hard to pursue a compulsory licence. As noted by Arianna Schouten:

On the CAMR contact website, they provide two phone numbers. The first number provided is invalid and out of service and when calling and leaving a message for the second number, there was no response. Additionally, the compulsory licence application forms are not readily available. Applicants are directed to call the Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) to gain access to the forms. Yet the only contact numbers provided are general CIPO phone numbers.

---
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John Fulton highlighted similar issues: “CAMR sounds like a program, but when you go on the website, you get a disconnected phone number and you go to the list of drugs and it’s a broken link. You think there should be somebody there with a budget running this program but it’s really not a program.” There should be somebody in charge of CAMR that the participating generic companies can talk to and go back and forth with. It should not take companies months to work out who is the right person to talk to to trigger the process. If an entity within any government department has been tasked with coordinating and facilitating the use of the Canadian regime, they may have perhaps forgotten about their responsibility given the extremely rare use of the regime.

After nearly six months of effort, Biolyse Pharma has not been able to even get the CAMR process started. There are no signs of political will to consider Biolyse Pharma’s request, especially if the COVID-19 Vaccine Task Force, rife with conflict of interest, keeps advising the Canadian government. It is not clear at the moment whether the COVID-19 vaccine will be added to Schedule 1 or how much time it will take to amend the list. Further delays are foreseen but unwarranted delays during a health emergency seriously undermine the public interest.

It is quite evident that the CAMR system is broken. The real cause of concern is that the system is broken in the favour of patentee corporations. As noted by Marc-Andre Gagnon, the Canadian regime “is perched with red-tape, so much that the big pharmaceuticals are very happy that this regime is not functional”. Further, brand-name corporations, profiteering on the pandemic, tend to pressure governments – in importing as well as exporting countries - not to use this regime. Justin Trudeau revealed that J&J “had warned him of potential production delays for their one-shot vaccine option”. It was a safe approach for the Canadian government to placate J&J and other patentee corporations keeping in view the forthcoming election. Matthew Herder views that “Canada [did] not want to alienate the lobby of the pharmaceutical giants. Ottawa surely [feared] that next dose deliveries will decrease if it attacks patents”. John Fulton had indicated that “we have an election coming up and they want the vaccines to keep flowing into Canada and every vaccine is equivalent to say three votes”. He had, however, questioned the political foresight of the Canadian government:

You are fearful that adding COVID-19 vaccines to Schedule 1 will incur the wrath of the pharmaceutical industry and Canadians will punish you at the polls for being seen to put the health of people in developing countries ahead of their own. With the greatest of respect, I think this does a terrible disservice to the people of this country. Canadians have always prided themselves on seeing beyond their own immediate self-interest, especially in other’s times of need. In our lifetimes, there has never been a greater need for anything globally than for these vaccines at this moment. Canadians understand this and will reward you for your faith in their character.

---
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COVID-19 vaccines are not accessible to many people because of limited stocks and supply shortages. The Canadian government claims that it “is actively committed to a robust global effort to stop COVID-19 and address its devastating health, social and economic impacts on people across the world”.99 Biolyse Pharma should have been encouraged and supported to fully use its potential to manufacture and export the COVID-19 vaccine. As noted by James Love, “access [to COVID-19 vaccines] remains a challenge, particularly in developing countries. Biolyse has the unused capacity to manufacture vaccines at a time when it will take years to vaccinate everyone at risk”.100 John Fulton raised a valid question: “If a compulsory licence system can’t work now, during a worldwide pandemic, what’s it for? What’s the use?”101 “You pull the smoke alarm and the fire department is supposed to show up and you go downstairs and you look at the water is not even hooked up,” he added.102

The Trudeau government argued at the WTO that “Canada believes that the concerns raised [about equitable access to vaccines] can be addressed through the TRIPS Agreement itself and the flexibilities it contains, chiefly the mechanisms outlined in Articles 31 and 31bis… [Canada observes], on the basis of concrete experience, that the system worked as intended.”103 Canada claims that “no regime-level weaknesses, obstacles or inefficiencies that would necessitate a waiver have yet been identified”.104 The Canadian government asserted to be “fully available and interested in hearing about concrete challenges faced by [WTO] Members in addressing the pandemic”.105 The actions of the Canadian government have not supported these assertions. Canada cannot claim that the CAMR system is functioning as intended while stonewalling the same process. As noted by Knowledge Ecology International (KEI), “[i]f Canada fails to expeditiously allow Bolivia to import vaccines manufactured by Biolyse under a compulsory licence, they would be directly contradicting their own statements at the WTO.”106

Bolivia is not the only WTO Member seeking a compulsory licence under the Article 31bis system. Several other countries are interested in using the regime to address supply shortages of COVID-related health technologies. The Bolivian government’s initiative is paving the way for other WTO Members to consider this legitimate policy option. As noted by Ana Santos Rutschman, “this [initiative] means that something that was mostly a theory or legal framework that went unused, suddenly becomes a possibility. We sometimes just need one, you know, one to lead the pack and then we can resort to this mechanism, which really has been underused”.107

Two more countries - Antigua and Barbuda - have followed suit and notified the WTO of their intent to use the export-oriented compulsory licensing regime.108 It will be frustrating for these countries if the export-oriented compulsory licensing mechanism remains unfunctional. As
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noted by Bolivia’s Ambassador Macdonal, “we have been advised by wealthier countries to look at using compulsory licensing with individual nations rather than rely on a TRIPS waiver, but so far it hasn’t been successful. [The Canadian government officials] tell us it will take time to be granted, but they never say how long”. 109 It would be extremely unfortunate if these countries are forced to remain dependent on a handful of patentee corporations and made to wait indefinitely for vaccine doses while allowing big corporations to profit on the pandemic.

There are allegations that Pfizer has bullied some South American countries seeking COVID-19 vaccine purchases from the pharmaceutical giant. According to a report of the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, Pfizer allegedly held Brazil and Argentina to ransom by demanding these countries to “put up sovereign assets as collateral to guarantee indemnity, as well as create a guarantee fund with money deposited in a foreign bank account”. 110 There is a clear imbalance of bargaining power between those South American countries and big vaccine developers. If Brazil and Argentina are treated like this, one can imagine how smaller countries, like Bolivia, having no real alternatives, are negotiating with big corporations.

---


IV. CONCLUSION

It can be seen that the Trudeau government is not politically inclined to the humanitarian needs of poorer countries and has been trying to hide behind the legislation. Instead of explaining the procedure to amend Schedule 1 in a straightforward manner, the Canadian government has created new barriers for Biolyse Pharma by adding unjustifiable formalities which are not even required under CAMR. After nearly six months of effort, Biolyse Pharma has not been able to even get the CAMR process started. There are no signs of political will to consider Biolyse Pharma’s request to add the COVID-19 vaccine to Schedule 1.

Canada feared that patentee corporations would punish the government had it chosen to support TRIPS Waiver or allowed Biolyse Pharma to use CAMR. It is a real failure of leadership and foresight on the part of Trudeau’s government. Their only consideration was to get re-elected by making sure Canada’s own citizens are well supplied with COVID-19 vaccines. They needed to realize that we are all in this together. International solidarity and collaboration are the best approaches to tackle this pandemic. It is in our collective best interest that COVID-19 vaccines are distributed equitably across the globe. If low- and middle-income countries are left behind and a more infectious and dangerous variant comes in from these countries where people are not vaccinated, the short-term strategy of high-income countries may lead to long-term suffering and economic harm for fully immunized Canadians. It has been estimated that “each Canadian could lose as much as $2000 annually as a result of a COVID-19-induced recession worsened by unequal vaccine allocation”.

There are obvious contradictions in Canada’s position on the TRIPS Waiver. On one hand, Canada has argued at the WTO that existing mechanisms are working as intended, while on the other, the government has stonewalled Biolyse Pharma’s legitimate attempt to use the CAMR system to manufacture and export COVID-19 vaccines. To avoid international embarrassment, the Canadian government needs to consider amending Schedule 1 of the Patent Act without further delay. This research paper also calls upon Canada to reverse course at the WTO by publicly announcing its support for the TRIPS Waiver. Canada’s strong support for the proposal can make a big difference in terms of paving the way for equitable distribution of COVID-19 vaccines. Resource-poor countries, scrambling for access to more doses, cannot be left at the mercy of the optional goodwill of major vaccine developers.

---
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